
From: 	 Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
To: 	 Wilkinson, Monty (OAG); Grindler, Gary (OAG) 
Sent: 	 5/26/2011 5:16:53 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: AG Suggestion Box 

Yes, I spoke with Beverley and had asked her to search for anything ATF- or Fast and Furious-related. She gave me a 
set of documents that included the incoming suggestion and DOJ's response. I don't believe that what she gave me 
includes 2011 though. If any of the reviewers come across any additional ATF- or Fast and Furious-related items, I'd 
appreciate it if they could send a copy to me. Thanks. 

Matt 

From: Wilkinson, Monty (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 12:50 PM 
To: Grindler, Gary (OAG) 
Cc: Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
Subject: RE: AG Suggestion Box 

Matt already has many of the suggestions/comments relating to ATE 

From: Grindler, Gary (OAG) 
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 12:47 PM 
To: Wilkinson, Monty (OAG); Delery, Stuart F. (OAG); Moran, Molly (OAG); Richardson, Margaret (SMO); Lewis, Aaron (OAG); 
Cheung, Denise (OAG) 
Cc: Mosier, Jenny (OAG); Axelrod, Matthew (ODAG) 
Subject: AG Suggestion Box 

As you probably know, the AG has an email suggestion box. Each month a notebook is prepared with 
the previous month's suggestions and the responses sent. Prior to my time, Kevin Ohlson would look at 
the notebooks, place stickers on the ones that he wanted to make sure the AG would read and then 
submit the notebook to the AG. 

Unfortunately, I have not been able to keep up with this review. Jenny has January and I am almost 
finished reviewing March. I need two volunteers, one for February and one for April, to conduct this 
review so we don't get any further behind. We do need to be attentive to suggestions that may be 
important to any pending issue or matter. For example, there were a number of suggestions that have 
come in relating to the ATF issues that we may want to deliver to Matt Axelrod in ODAG. 

For those that don't volunteer now, I will be distributing for each month one notebook to one of you. This 
means that, at most, you will have to review two notebooks during a calendar year. 

Thanks very much for your help on this. Let me know if you want February or April. 

Gary 
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